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As statistical analyCommon Core State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 6 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. They then identify the type of association represented by the data (positive, negative, or no association.)This activity also includes a link to a digital version
with your purchase. They are designed to align with common core standards for sixth, seventh, and eighth grade math. You save 50% when buying the bundLooking for an engaging remote learning resource? You save over 40% when buying the bundle as compared to all the activities purchased individually. Students take on the role of a statistical
analyst for the team and determine which player statistics are related to help make imCommon Core State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 12 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. They will need to match the vocabulary words with the definitions. of Chemistry &
Biochemistry4-time North Carolina Top 3 Science Teacher2-TiLinear Functions Worksheet and Word Wallby Taylor J's Math MaterialsWorking on a linear functions unit? It is brief (one page), but will give your students the opportunity to each analyze their own set of data. Save over 50% when you buy the complete set of 133 Grade 8 CCSS
WSubjects:Types:Common Core State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics This worksheet contains math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. You can purchase ALLPage 5Students construct and describe a line of best fit in context.What is covered:- Students review vocabulary: bivariate data, line of
best fit, independent variable, dependent variable- Students review characteristics of scatterplots by identifying them as linear/nonlinear, strong/weak, positive/negative- Students construct a line of best fit and interpret it in context3 Student Pages; 3 Teacher PagesPossible uses:bellringer or warm up, exit ticket, homework, informal assessment or
quiz, test prepPage 6This 486 page file includes station activities focused on congruence, similarity, transformations, transversals, the angle-angle criterion, rational numbers, irrational numbers, the Pythagorean Theorem, functions, linear relationships, bivariate data, linear models, nonlinear relationships, solving linear equations, systems of linear
equations, exponents, scientific notation, geometric relationships (resulting from parallel lines and transversals), and volume of cones, cylinders, and spheres. All practice sheets are included as printable PDFs and interactive Google Slides. They are designed to align with common core standards for eighth grade math. Students take on the role of an
engineer and use the data to discover the relationships between design features such as speed, ride duration, heiBundle of 29 editions of NBA Numbers Performance Task for 8th grade In the NBA Numbers Performance Task, students use real data on the players in their favorite basketball team to practice interpreting a scatter plot and finding the
equation for the line of best fit, and to extend into constructing a scatter plot from a set of data in an engaging, real world context. Functions and Volume Quick Checks. Directions for Use: Print each number card and trim to remove white edges. If you were to purchase each of these Performance Tasks individually, it would cost $120. The entire
course is handwritten. This comes with two different versions.Bivariate Data Project: Height vs Shoe Sizeby A google slides activity that can aligns with ACOS and CCSS standards.This is a discovery based learning activity. Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear association, andSubjects:Types:Common
Core State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 2 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. Connect arithmetic sequences to linear functions and geometric sequences to exponential functions. Students will complete the vocabulary then color the mystery picture according to
the given color. This totals almost 3,000 pages and includes over 400 resources. Word Scramble - Color By WordUnscramble each word. 6 scatter plot activities are included:Test Grades Scatter Plot PracticeMountain Temperatures Scatter Plot PracticeGrowing Plants Scatter Plot PracticeHair Length Data CollectioBundle of 10 editions of
Relationship Status Performance Task for 8th grade In the Relationship Status Performance Task, students use real bivariate data from the thrill features of a roller coaster to practice constructing and interpreting scatter plots and to extend into drawing and interpreting a line of best fit in an engaging, real world context. Each card measures
6.2x9.7” and display the numeral, number word, and corresponding array of dots that illustrate the quantity. I would love to hear your feed-back in your review.Page 4Words: Debit, Limit, Credit, Mean, Overdraft, Bivariate, Profit, Mode, Data, Revenue, Trend, Limit. This includes a pre-test, post-test, and vocabulary quiz for every standard: 8.NS,
8.EE, 8.F, 8.G, and 8.SP. This way when they ask each other for help, it cannot be, “What’s the answer to number one?” but rather, “Can you explain how to do number one?” The conversations and explanations that arise are great. My first unit, Real Numbers, is free to download.Unit 4 - Data Analysis with Bivariate Data1. Describe patterns such as
clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear association, andSubjects:Types:BUNDLE - Performance Tasks - NBA Numbers - Bivariate Databy Now you can get more options and save money with this collection of all editions of NBA Numbers! This set includes the NBA Numbers Performance Task in 30 different NBA team editions.
Maryland, Dept. This totals over 150 pages and is the perfect supplement for any eighth grade math class. This bundle is LOADED with extra practice, helping students to write equations, examine the steepness of slope, determine whether a function is increasing or decreasing, and answer contextual questions about linear functions! Students will
also create and describe scatter plots with numerical and categorical data!** SAVE 50% when you purchase the Year-Long Bundle**This complete pack includes the following individual resources:1. Color by WordFind the words on the grid, and color each section of the grid according to the design listed on the worksheet. You will have more than
enough to keep your students engaged every day all year long! They are designed to align with common core standards for eighth grade math. I'm offering the first unit of eight as a free resource. Find the words on the grid, and color each section of the grid according to the design listed on the worksheet. Math [18 in Calculus]Phi Beta Kappa,
Summa Cum LaudeTieszen Award for Calculus, Chemistry, & PhysicsAlbertus Magnus Award for Best Instructor atUniv. ******Bivariate Categorical Data Projectby Students are given the result of a survey and asked to create a two-way frequency table. I will be selling units 2-8 individually as the videos are completed and linked.This first unit, Real
Numbers, explores thePage 17Algebra 1 Data Analysis and Displays {Bundle} in a PowerPoint PresentationThis is a bundle include the eight PowerPoint lessons below and two Quiz Show games, Jeopardy Style, for review.Measures of Central Tendency S.ID.2, S.ID.3Measures of Dispersion (Standard Deviation) S.ID.2, S.ID.3Box-and-Whisker Plots
S.ID.1, S.ID.2, S.ID.3Shapes of Distributions S.ID.2, S.ID.3Quiz Show Game Central Tendencies and Dispersion S.ID.1, S.ID.2, S.ID.3Scatter Plots and Lines of Fit 8.SP.1, S.ID.6a, S.ID.6c, SPage 18This is a bundle including all of my 8th grade math assessments. They also make a great tool for math tutors or for review prior to standardized testing. 1.
I use this as a project at the beginning of AP Statistics.This package includes student instructions and example assignment.If you like this activity, please consider following my store and checking out other products. Vocabulary words included are: data, scatter plot, positive association, negative association, no association, linear, non-linear, line of
best fit, discrete, continuous, outlier, point-slope form, slope,Page 11Teacher resources include lesson plans with links to video tutorials and interactive presentations with skill related content and teacher answer keys to student worksheets. In the end, students will take on the inquiry question: "Do US Presidents with the most children live longer
after they have been inaugurated?" ***THIS PRODUCT HAS BEEN UPDATED WITH A GOOGLE SLIDES INTERACTIVE VERSION INCLUDED. Linear Equations (ID slope & y-intercept, graph to equation, table to equation, put in slPage 10Students will be given 16 vocabulary words and definitions on 8th grade math statistics and probability. Scatter
Plot Practice Worksheetsby Practice using scatterplots with these six activities. They analyze bivariate data by drawing lines of best fit, finding the correlation coefficient, linear regressions, and residual plots. Scaffolded and special-education friendly! Includes two mini-projects that can be used as summative performance tasks.Each lesson contains:
SMART Notebook file, guided notes, independent practice problems, formal lesson plan (including learning targMmmm Algebra's Slope Soupby ZIP file includes: * 1 (8.5"x11") Printable Mmmm Algebra's Slope Soup Poster * 4 (8.5"x11") Printable Pages that, when placed together, create a LARGER VERSION of the poster! Common Core Standards:
8.EE.B.5 - Graph proportional relationships, interpreting the unit rate as the slope of the graph. They will each create a scatterplot and look for association. This is unit 1, the first of 8, that was written over the spring and summer of 2020. Use the equation of a linear model to solve problems in the context of bivariate measurement data, interpreting
the slope and intercept. Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate patterns of association between two quantities. Look out for this activity and many others in my eBivariate and Univariate Data Cut and Paste Sorting ActivityTHIS FILE NOW CONTAINS THE PDF VERSION OF THIS PRODUCT PLUS A
GOOGLE SLIDES VERSION FOR DISTANCE LEARNINGIn this activity, students will determine the correct location of the statements about bivariate and univariate data on a Venn Diagram.This product can be used as a cut-and-paste or fill-in-the-blank document depending on the time you have during a class period.A printable answer key is
included.Terms of Use© Janeigh Stalling 2015 -Subjects:Types:This is the fourth of 8 units that will be released. They analyze univariate data looking at its shape (symmetric or skewed) and calculating the appropriate centers and spreads. There are 25 questions and a scoreboard so you don’t have to write it on a side board. I created this for my
students and only uploaded to TpT if anyone can use it at a reasonable price. Make online learning fun with these 10 Google Slides activities + 3 Google Form quizzes!Try it FREE ➯8.5A ✩ FREE ✩ Proportional TABLES ✩ Google Slides ActivitiesTry it FREE ➯ 8.7B ✩ FREE ✩ Surface Area✩ Google Slides ActivitiesYour students will practice TEKS
8.5C, 8.11A, 8.5D, & 8.11B as they enjoy dragging and matching as well as answering free-response questions. They will then graph the data using a desmos graph and discuss the relationships they discover. [SP Statistics and Probability] Investigate patterns of association in bivariate data. My content is handwritten, which is a turn off for some. If
you like what you see, follow for the following units 2-8. Students will demonstrate critical thinking and demonstrate their knowledge of content when it comes to: positive, negative and no associations; linear and non linear associations; and trend lines.Types:Bivariate Display Assignmentby This assignment has students create a back-to-back stem
plot, pie charts, histograms, box plots, segmented graphs, and a two-way table using excel. I have been so impressed with the results I get from my students. My Entire 8th Grade Math Curriculum includes these activities and every other resource I have created for eighth gradeCommon Core Math - CHOICE BOARD BUNDLE Eighth Gradeby I started
using choice boards last year and LOVE them! I never gave my students the opportunity to be creative in my classroom. They can be used as bell ringers, exit tickets, homework, or just general practice. You save over 50% when buying the bundle as compared to all the activities purchased individually. Each page has the point value!This Quiz Show
game covers all of the following:Scatter Plots and Lines of Fit 8.SP.1, S.ID.6a, S.ID.6c, S.ID.7Analyzing Lines of Fit S.ID.6b, S.ID.7, S.ID.8, S.ID.9Two-Way Tables 8.SP.4, S.ID.5Choosing a Data Display S.ID.1NEW: The lesPage 15This zip file includes four of my complete year bundles for each grade 6th, 7th, and 8th: math stations, choice boards,
vocab diagrams, and bingo games for the whole year. Want to check it out without a fee? Download it, use it, share it, etc. Use a resource from a teacher who guided 80% of his students to earn 5's on the AP Statistics exam.Can be used as:A comprehensive AP Exam review resourceDaily brain warm-ups throughout the yearDaily homework
checksDaily exit passesHomework questionsAssessment questionsTwo formats are provided (one comprehensive review and the other as dailyPage 13This bundle contains 6 weeks worth of lesson materials for the 8th grade math curriculum and requires ZERO PREP! Perfect for summer school & home school programs. Students graph points,
interpret data, and look for types of correlation with these practice sheets. They are now EDITABLE!!! Hence, you can decide if you want to add more rigor for your advanced classes or keep it more simple! It is up to you if you want to change any of the problems!Included is a pre-test, post-test, and vocabulary quiz on 8.NS (8th grade Common Core
standard - Number System).Students will:1.) Determi Make online learning fun with these 4 Google Slides activities + Google Form quiz!Your students will gain confidence with TEKS 8.5D, using trend lines that approximate linear relationships to make predictions, as they enjoy dragging and matching as well as answering free-response questions.
Each summary contains: -learning goals -vocabulary -summary of important concepts -and practice problems This contains the following units: 1 - RelatThis zip file includes every resource I have created for eighth grade math in five complete year bundles: 62 assessments, 50 stick-n-solve foldables + 68 vocab diagrams, 56 math stations, 13 choice
boards, and 5 bingo games for the whole year. Construct and interpret a two-way table summarizing data on two categorical variablSubjects:Types:Common Core State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 2 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. It works great as a
summarizes/closing activity at the end of each lesson (either individually or whole-class) and serves as a review sheet at the end of the unit. Answer key included. This totals over 900 pages and includes over 250 resources. After all tables have been completed, students must answers six questions at the end about the results. Once they have made
their two-way frequency table, they must covert it to a relative frequency table by total, by row, and by column. ThPage 7This bundle includes a 5 lesson unit and a 5 part project.The project, students collect data, create graphs: scatterplots, dot plots, histograms, box-and-whisker plots. I give each unit summary to the students at the start of a unit and
have them complete it as they learn the material. For years, it was notes, homework, and repeat until the test. 4. Students will collect bivariate data from their classmates using a google form & google slides. Understand that patterns of association can also be seen in bivariate categorical data by displaying frequencies and relative frequencies in a
two-way table. There is also a digital copy of the answer key (picture of what it should look like). 3. Use this digital option for distance learning needs, to keep absent students engaged with the class activities, or in combination with the print materialThis Product Includes: - Linear Functions - Bivariate Data Sets and Linear Functions - 2 Quick Checks
(1 on each topic above 5-7 questions each) - includes multiple choice, multiple select, answer grid, "explain your reasoning" questions for excellent test prep - aligned to EngageNY 8th Grade Module 6 ***************************************************************************** You might also be interested in: 8th Grade Math Quick Checks Growing
Bundle. Delete some information and use them as a note taking resource.Subjects:Types:This is one of a set of 6 unit summaries that correspond to the Georgia Common-Core Based Standards of Excellence. Each unit summary is designed to be provided at the beginning of the unit and completed throughout the unit. My Entire 8th Grade Math
Curriculum includes these activities and every other resource I have created for eighth grade math! These Ch8TH GRADE COMMON CORE MATH REVIEWSby Use these problem sets to review EVERYTHING you’ve covered in 8th grade, one problem at a time. My Entire 8th Grade Math Curriculum includes this bundle and every other resource I
have created fModule 2 Test 4: Descriptive Statistics Lessons 1 – 19by Module 2 Test 4Descriptive Statistics Lessons 1 – 8 Algebra 1 Regents Style Assessment 26 Multiple choice style questions2 short Answer styleModule 2 Descriptive StatisticsTopic A: Shapes and Centers of Distributions (S-ID.A.1, S-ID.A.2, S-ID.A.3) Lesson 1: Distributions and
Their Shapes Lesson 2: Describing the Center of a Distribution Lesson 3: Estimating Centers and Interpreting the Mean as a Balance Point Topic B: Describing Variability and Comparing Distributions (S-ID.A.1, S-ID.A.2, S-ID.AAbout this resource : These quick reference sheets serve many purposes. Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers,
positive or negative association, linear association, andSubjects:Types:Common Core State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 5 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. Save over 50% when you buy the complete set of 133 Grade 8 CCSS WSubjects:Types:Common Core
State Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 2 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. The task cards are in Google Slides and include answers slides for immediate feedback for students.Included in this resource:•24 task cards in Google Slides•Answer key•Teacher’s
GuideThis set of digital task cards practices using linear models with two variables and solving for specific situatioThis activity was created for middle school math stations on bivariate data. Linear Functions Worksheet BuPage 2Foster number recognition, subitizing skills, and number word knowledge in your students with this set of Domino Number
Cards for Numbers 0-20. This requires little to no prep.This resource can be downloaded for use with Google Slides and/or PowerPoint and includes 10 graphs representing scatter plot correlations. Each card has a bright border of orange, purple, lime green, blue, pink, teal, and yellow in an ABCDEFG pattern. At only $7, this bundle saves you about
94% off retail price! In the NBA Numbers Performance Task, students use real data on the players of the Golden State Warriors to practice analyzing bivariate data. Teacher answer key is included. Hang the cards in your classroom as a dePage 3Bivariate Data Relationshipsby In this hands-on activity, students work in a small group to match a table
that represents the bivariate data in 10 real-world scenarios, along with a scatterplot. With this fast and easy method of data collection, students each getPage 811-page revision worksheet which covers:types of statistical data (categorical, numerical, discrete, continuous, ordinal, nominal, etc.)statistical graphs (dot plots, histograms, stem-and-leaf
plots)summary statistics (mean, median, range, IQR, etc.)box plotstandard deviationtime-series datascatter plotsbivariate data/correlationsPage 9Google Sheets Based Classroom Jeopardy Game7th Grade Advanced MathIncludes the following TEKS: 7.7A, 7.11A, 8.4B, 8.4C, 8.5G, 8.5I, 8.5H, 8.8C, 8.5C, 8.5DThis Classroom Jeopardy Game - Asks
questions for Advanced 7th Grade Math in the following categoriesSolving Equations (1 variable, 2&3 steps)Bivariate Data and Trends (predict from trendlines, identify associations vs. non associations) 3. The online worksheetSubjects:This is an excerpt from my popular line ofBossy Brocci Math & Big Science workbooks on
Amazon.=======================================Author Creds:B.A. History, B.S. Chemistry, M.S. Organic Chemistry124 Credits of University Science27 Credits Univ. Answer key is included. Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear association, andSubjects:Types:Common Core State
Standards - Grade 8 Mathematics These 3 worksheets contain math problems aligned with the 8th grade common core state standards (CCSS) listed below. This totals over 600 pages and includes 130 resources. It is hard to even describe it all here! These activities cover: SPage 16If you, like me, do not have a textbook to teach grade 8 math,
consider using what I've created. All materials are completely editable to customize based on needs of your students. SSubjects:Types:Bivariate Data Scatter Plots Classworkby There are 12 parts to this assignment. Send them home to parents at the beginning of each unit so they can "refresh" their 8th grade math skills and help out with homework
and studying. (Click HERE to view!) So, if you'd like to also have checklists fModule 2 Test 3: Descriptive Statistics Lessons 1 – 11by Module 2 Test 3Descriptive Statistics Lessons 1 – 8 Algebra 1 Regents Style Assessment 30 Multiple choice style questionsModule 2 Descriptive StatisticsTopic A: Shapes and Centers of Distributions (S-ID.A.1, S-ID.A.2,
S-ID.A.3) Lesson 1: Distributions and Their Shapes Lesson 2: Describing the Center of a Distribution Lesson 3: Estimating Centers and Interpreting the Mean as a Balance Point Topic B: Describing Variability and Comparing Distributions (S-ID.A.1, S-ID.A.2, S-ID.A.3) Lesson 4: SummarThis zip file includes three of my 8th grade complete year
bundles: choice boards, vocab diagrams, and bingo games for the whole year. MGSE9-12.F.BF.1a Determine an explicit expression and the recursive process (steps for calculation)from context.MGSE8.F.5. Describe qualitatively the functional relationship between two quantities bTypes:Statistics:Scatter Plots and Lines of Best Fit FOLDABLEby So
Easy to Use! Simply print and fold! No need to rotate pages! Scatter Plots and Lines of Best Fit FOLDABLE also includes a PowerPoint to go along with the foldable.Foldable has 2 tiers of differentiation, perfect for the inclusive classroom! 1 set has fill-in-the-blank style notes within the foldable, while the other foldable has the notes already filled in.
Color By Word Worksheet & Word Scramble - Color By Word Worksheet. These reference sheets are completely editable! Change the wording to fit your needs. REDOWNLOAD IF YOU HAVE IT ALREADY***-- In "He Entered a Youn$$$ SAVE BIG WITH THIS BUNDLE $$$ Looking for an engaging remote learning resource? These questions cover the
entire AP Statistics curriculum. CCSS.MATH.CONTENT.8.SP.A.1Construct and interpret scatter plots for bivariate measurement data to investigate patterns of association betweLinear Models with Bivariate Data Digital Task Cardsby This set of digital task cards practices using linear models with two variables and solving for specific situations.These
task cards are great for whole class practice or review and independent practice. Students will create box and whisker, stem and leaf, histograms and scatterplot through their investigations. There are 4 positive, 3 negative, and 3 no correlation graphs. A self-checking Google Form is included so you can assess student understanding.Try it FREE
➯8.5A ✩ FREE ✩ Proportional TABLES ✩ Google Slides ActivitiesTry iIncorporate Reading & Writing into the Math Classroom with this article and accompanying worksheet! The 4 page article is entitled - "How the Media Uses Statistics to Mislead Audiences: Real- life examples of really bad graphs". Every common core standard is included, so your
students will receive a complete and thorough review.Use these problem sets at the end of a unit, as an end-of-the-year review, or for “spiral” review throughout the year.Please Note: These exact problem sets are included in my “I Can Statements for 8th Grade Common Core Math” resource. The summaries are a combination of helpful hints, graphic
organizers and places to complete a problem or add aTypes:Algebra Lesson Planby Editable Algebra Lesson Plan Standards MGSE9-12.F.BF.2 Write arithmetic and geometric sequences recursively and explicitly, use them to model situations, and translate between the two forms. The worksheet helps students summarize the case studies and the
article as a whole. Compare two different proportional relationships represented in different ways. These choice boards give students the ability to express themselves within their particular learning style. Each unit has multiple examples, summary questions, at least one extension question and nearly all have links to my YouTube videos that
accompany each lesson. Self-checking Google Forms are included sPage 14Algebra 1 Quiz Show Game Tables and Displays in a PowerPoint PresentationThis Quiz Show game, Jeopardy Style, is a great way to review a chapter. Print and give to students to keep in their binders throughout a unit or before a test to be used as a study guide. They must
then interpret their results. Students are required to graVirtual worksheet of Scatter Plot Correlations (Drag and Drop)Made for distance or in-person learning for students who have access to a computer or tablet. On both sets, students will have to work out the examples.Students will learn how to: Create Scatter PlotsDescribe Scatter Plots using
CoAP Statistics Curriculum Review/Daily Warm-up Exercisesby Original free response questions with current culture (TV, sports, technology, etc.) references. The student resources are designed using a best practice model that includes scaffolding, vocabulary, prior knowledge, guided practice, independent practice, and written response
opportunities for students to solve, analyze, and evaluate concepts This unit includes teacher and student resources on: -Dot Plots, Histograms anPage 12This zip file includes four of my 8th grade complete year bundles: math stations, choice boards, vocab diagrams, and bingo games for the whole year. For example, compare a distance-time graph to
a distance-time equation to determine which of two moving objects hasThese are a great way to help your students organize, study and review the important concepts contained in the common core math curriculum. This resource can be used in so many ways, some ideas are: station activity, independent reading assignment, small group activity,
homework assignment, or whole class discussion.SkillEngage students in data analysis through use of Presidential data in this 21st Century Math Project. Describe patterns such as clustering, outliers, positive or negative association, linear association, andSubjects:Types:Practice using scatter plots with 30+ activities covering the following
topics:Quantitative versus Qualitative DataUnivariate Data versus Bivariate DataCausation versus Non-CausationReading a Scatter PlotDetermining Line of Best FitConstructing Scatter PlotsAnalyzing Scatter PlotsDetermining Correlation CoefficientCreating Residual PlotsIndependent InvestigationThese activities can be used as general practice, bell
ringers, exit tickets, homework, and/or benchmarks. Well suited for any middle school math classroom. The best part?
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